



1. A stochastic maximal inequality
 The most important special case of the Doob-Meyer decomposition equation






Our stochastic maximal inequality gives an inequality analogue to the
Doob-Meyer decomposition for maxima of nite number of martingale dif-



















[Key points of the proof]
 Let X = (X1; :::; Xd) be a d-dimensional semimartingale. 
Ito^'s inequality. If f 2 C2 and it is concave, then it holds that

















 Put Xit :=
P
kt ik and dene Y
i's by
Y 1t = 1
















; i = 2; :::;m  1;
Y mt = 1

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2.1. Hint from discussion to dene \separability"
















where the supFH is taken over all nite subsets F of H.
[B] Ledoux and Talagrand (1991) gives also the denition of separability of
random eld; there exists a negligible set N and a countable set H  H
such that, for every ! 2 Nc, every h 2 H and " > 0,
X(h; !) 2 fX(eh; !);eh 2 H; (h;eh) < "g;














[D-1953] However, in Doob's (1953) original denition of separability, the
dense subset T   T is taken to be not a countable set but a \se-
quence".
[D-1984] After three decades later, Doob (1984) again suggested how to
dene the concept of \separability" based on \conal sequence".
[D-2004] However, Joseph L. Doob did not explicitely write the denition
of the word \sequence".
2.2. Denitions and facts
[Denitions]
A well-ordering < for a set I is called -ordering if it satises that
#hii <1 for every i 2 I, where hii := fj 2 I; j < ig.
A -ordered set (I; <) is called a sequence.
A set I is said to be a pre-sequence or strictly countable if it is possible
to assign a -ordering \<" to I.
A random feild fX(h);h 2 Hg indexed by a semimetric space (H; ) is
said to be strictly separable if there exists a negligible set N and a strictly
countable set H  H such that, for every ! 2 Nc, every h 2 H and " > 0,
X(h; !) 2 fX(eh; !);eh 2 H; (h;eh) < "g:
[Facts]
About N:
[A1] (N; <), where \<" is the usual ordering for N, is a sequence.
[A2] (N; <b), where \<b" is a \bad" well-ordering for N, may not be a
sequence.
[A3] N, with no ordering, is a pre-sequnce (i.e., a strictly countable set).
Propreties we actually use:
[B] For any given pre-sequence I, it holds for any -ordering and any mapping
x : I! R,
lim
m!1 max1nmx(in) = supi2I
x(i);
where \in, n 2 N" denotes the corresponding \natural numbering".
Properties on union operations:
[C1] If each I(k) is strictly countable, then
Sd
k=1 I
(k) is strictly countable.
[C2] The above is not true if d = 1. Actually, N  N is not strictly
countable.
[C3] Any set which can be expressed in the form of an innite disjoint unifon
of innite sets is not strictly coutable.
[C4] Even the limit of increasing sequence of nite sets may not be strictly
countable in general.
